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FOR USE IN Institutions AND LIBRARIES ONLY. Featuring recipes to promote fetal advancement
and maternal well-becoming, an up to date edition of the guidebook suggests a diet program
made up of wholesome unprocessed foods and contains information on nutrition, food security,
and weight gain, offering a realistic approach to navigating the nine weeks of being pregnant and
the postpartum period.
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Take the guess work out of your diet while pregnant I ordered this reserve while anxiously
awaiting my first little baby. I took away most of the recipes and still continue to use them going
back year or two now. This reserve has it all.. It really is incredibly informative with regards to
your diet while pregnant. Like many fresh mommies I worried about every little thing including
what I should and really should not eat. Pretty self-explanatory. I'm right now expecting #2 and I
simply pulled this publication out again to refresh and remind myself all the wonderful things I
could EAT with fuss free of charge meal planning. I can see how some individuals would find this
book super useful, but if you already have a basic understanding of proper nutrition and cook
meals for yourself than this is just a waste of money. Plenty of good information I really like this
book. It offers help with pregnancy symptoms, food aversions, option to food cravings, and
recipes - which I actually needed.) Vegetables are good for you, so are fruits.. I would
recommend this book.. A sufficient amount of said. The author is quite encouraging and helpful
about eating well. In the event that you already know about eating healthful this reserve will
reiterate that during being pregnant but I like the daily dozen breakdown for proteins, vital
vitamins, etc.While and breakdowns. I would recommend for those attempting to eat and those
who already eat healthy as this has details on Q& I did not try the quality recipes yet. I wanted
them to have something to go by and this book was great. I bought this publication also for my
boy and his wife. It helped them to consume heathier during her being pregnant. I wanted them
to have something to go by which book was great. That is basically a good guide for eating
healthy without starving yourself and will continue to be used actually after your little one comes
along.I'm uncertain what I wanted, but this wasn't it. I've acquired or gifted this reserve (and it's
revisions) because it first came out. This book has been ok - I assume I was kind of longing for an
index of foods to consume, or a quick mention of see if something is safe or not. Mainly good
sense - eat healthful, repeats what every brochure / magazine / book says.I read a few web
pages of each chapter and was surprised to find the almost all the book was just recipes.. no
smoking or drinking (really!. Addititionally there is information about if you are gaining fat to
quickly or as well slowly so, it addresses of us!? If you already know about feeding on healthy this
publication will reiterate that during pregnancy but I like the daily dozen breakdown for The
Daily Dozen! and proteins is good for the baby. Strongly recommended Seems like a good book
to have Another book that I never even opened or read Excellence book that's greatly enjoyed
and appreciated as a gift. When I was pregnant the concept of eating for just two .. there are few
great sections with good details in it... but simply because a 'quick reference' not necessarily
what we were longing for. We really just pick out it up and look into it here and there. Advising
what things to avoid, offering quality recipes and actually spelling out whole meal plans in
detail.. Overwhelming This book was almost too informational. Five Stars Filled with helpful info
Five Stars Love all of the recipes and it certainly helps keep us on the right track! If that can be
your style it could be the publication for you but if you want short and sweet stay away from this
book... Solid reliable, up-to-date details, and it won't make you snooze, without the trendy text
message that is frequently way out there and contains questionable medical info and 'advice'.
When I was pregnant the concept of eating for two had not been true. You basically want 300
extra calories to feed the developing baby in your womb which means this helped a lot. Simple
cookbook, not what We expected This book is good when you have zero idea about basic
nutrition, and rarely cook and need some sort of recipe guide.... Strongly recommended Great
product... I really loved the thought of being more nutrient aware instead of just looking at
calories - it has helped me have the ability to find different options for nutrients especially when
I'm in the disposition for another thing!.... I definitely recommend! Nicely updated My sister



loved the book One Star Was charged because of this item after it had been offered to me free
by amazon We didn't go through anything in here We didn't already know, there were no real
charts or guides of things to stay apart from and why.My husband and I haven't read the whole
book.Normally, it's only a recipe book.. My kids are 38, 36, 27, and 20... I quickly became
overwhelmed with the comprehensive information and shortly after gave up reading it because
it was overly detailed to be a practical read. Great product.
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